GOD WILL GUIDE YOUR FOOTSTEPS, BUT YOU MUST MOVE YOUR FEET!
It is 7:50 a.m. The Nyamuzuwe High School bus has been parked outside the guesthouse for hours, and
the Home of Hope children, the staff, and the eight members of the Mission Team are excited. They are on
the bus. They are off the bus. They mill around, load their backpacks and luggage and finally board the bus
for the last time. It is August 1, and it is winter in Zimbabwe. Everyone is wearing a jacket of sorts that will
be discarded by noon to reveal t-shirts. We are 38 in number (ranging from age 4 – 79), 16 orphans, 14
staff, 8 mission team members, and we are leaving for a trip of a lifetime – Victoria Falls. The bus starts to
move, interrupting the pecking of the roadrunner chickens. The children shriek because Boss, the Home of
Hope dog is running after the bus. The bus stops so that Boss can be collected and put back behind the
fence. He whines and barks and doesn’t understand. The mountains stand majestically in the background
to frame the scene.
We watch Savie, one of the nurses who took care of us and cooked our meals, leave the guest house with the yellow tea kettle in one hand and a
large dishpan balanced on her head with the washing which she will do by hand, hang out to dry, then iron when the power comes on. A mass of
hands wave at our friend through the bus windows.
The bus passes the Creche where the 2-3 year olds clamor through the chain link fence to shout and wave
“bye-bye murungu” (English speaker.) The teacher who has been loved by every young child in Nyadire for
years appears on the porch of the old building. The bus drives by the Nyadire Teachers’ College (estab.
1947), a beautiful complex and newly revived with the government mandate to train more Early Childhood
Development teachers. As a result, enrollment has increased and a new Early Childhood Development “lab
school” in under construction. The workers are members of the Zimbabwean army.
The Pastors’ Conference was held at the Teachers’ College. It was a time when the pastors of the
Mutoko/Mutzi District came to together to discuss issues surrounding their ministries. The final day featured
a panel discussion of Zim pastors and members of the TNC Mission Team.
The Primary School is behind the Teachers’ College, where the mission team
spent much of their time, taking photos of the orphaned children who are
sponsored through The Nyadire Connection, playing games in the center of
the school, visiting and reading to the classes, including the hearing
impaired. The dining hall is off to the side, where Vacation Bible School was
held the first week of the trip. Each day @160-200 children came to sing,
hear and act out Bible Stories, do a craft, and sing some more. “God will
guide your footsteps, but you must move your feet” was the theme for the
week. The dining hall rocked.
The soccer field is empty now but will be full of players at the end of the school day. This is the same field where members of our team came to
watch the stars. Such bounty of brilliance filled the sky and our hearts. Falling stars reminded us of the vastness of the universe. On another night,
we played Ultimate Frisbee on the field. The pulsating, color changing disk flying through the air must have appeared to be a UFO to folks nearby
houses.
Passing the church brought memories of the services held outside (the need to expand was evident). The lengthy services, the lovely harmonies and
rhythms of the adult and high school choirs come to mind. Children and adults were baptized and several confirmed followed by two invited
preachers exhorting the congregation to “Do your duty. Do not neglect your duty.”
And we are on our way! But not without two long days on the bus, many frequent
stops to do you know what, and the washboard roads with enormous potholes and
occasional cattle in the way. The bus passes signs to some of the nearby village
schools we visited to update the photos and names of our sponsored orphans.
While there we did a craft and sang songs and visited with the children. Initially
there is some distance but they love to have their photos taken, view themselves,
and do they love the soccer balls we brought. These schools also hosted career
days, where inspiring speakers gave talks to high school students about being the
best they can be. God had created them in His own image.
We finally reach the black top, the only paved road from Nyadire to Vic Falls, which, by the way, goes to Harare, then south to Bulawayo and then on
to the Falls located on the Zimbabwe northwestern border. We pass the turnoff to the Chikwizo Clinic, a remote health facility now refurbished
through funding by TNC. We attended the dedication a week before. A grand celebration with Bishop Nhiwatiwa along with all the players who were a
part of this transformed clinic that will serve 20,000 people - Truly a success story of community involvement, building expertise and management.

Perhaps close to 1,000 turned out for the dedication, the clergy, the press, the villagers, the school children, our
mission team. I met women who helped to make the 70,000 bricks. They carried buckets of sand on their heads
uphill to the construction site returning to the river for buckets of sand. Up the hill once more to for the mixing
process. They poured the substance into molds – two at a time. After the plaque was unveiled, guests were invited
to lunch, served Zim style. As we left, a gift of a goat was presented to TNC, followed by great discussion about
how the animal would get back to Nyadire. Fortunately, (s)he rode in the back of a truck and not in our already
overcrowded vehicle.
At 10 a.m., the bus pulls over. Rev. Austin Hornyak makes a proclamation. “By the powers invested in me by the
state of VT and on location in Zimbabwe, I renew the vows of Rev. Julius and Joyce Tsiga on their 44th
anniversary.” And yes, the groom kissed the bride at the same hour they were married on Aug. 1. Numerous potty stops were predictable for the 13hour first day trip to Bulawayo for the children and some older women. We arrived at that mid-point at 9 p.m. and slept on pews of a church.
The next day was similar to the first; however, a stop and tour of the Hwange National Park was a highlight. Elephants and monkeys, wildebeest, and
warthogs were a stone’s throw from the bus, but giraffes, zebras, and antelope were more elusive, preferring the bush to the plains. An immobile
submerged hippo resembled three big rocks in a small body of water where sleepy crocodiles rested. More potty breaks before the bus finally parked
at the Tatenda Lodge at Victoria Falls.
The next few days flew by with the sounds of happy, happier, and happiest children who
experienced the beauty and majesty of the falls with the largest water volume in the world.
The trails through the rainforest were laid out to provide vistas of each part of the falls –
Devil’s Cataract, Rainbow Falls, the Main Falls. Our group, colorful in florescent plastic
raincoats, dotted each path as we oohed and aahed at each panorama and welcomed the
mist as it dampened our faces and hair and energized our spirits. We stuck our feet through
the wrought iron fence separating Zimbabwe from Zambia proclaiming we were in two
countries at the same time. Monkeys appeared then disappeared as we made our way to
view the bridge over the Zambezi River to witness the bungee jumpers swan dive off the
bridge and dangle over the raging chasm.
Crocodiles were the afternoon attraction. The group visited a crocodile farm to learn all about the reptiles and even the opportunity to hold an infant
croc.
Permission was granted to walk through the lobby of the old and stately Victoria Falls Hotel for a new view of the Falls and the bridge. The rooms at
the hotel run as high as $400 a night and high tea is served daily on the veranda. A trail down to the river was another new adventure, and folks were
signing up for the zipline, swing, and Flying Fox attractions that were great to watch.
Later we viewed elephants, how they learn and are trained, and the many tricks they can do, including playing soccer. Everyone who was
comfortable doing so fed the elephants and touched and petted their trunks. Then off to find the “Big Tree,” a 1,000 – 1,500 year old Baobob tree that
provided the perfect backdrop for the a group photo shoot.
The children could hardly contain themselves for another first - swimming after dinner in the small pool at
the lodge. Changing into their various “swimming costumes” as they are called in Zim, the children were
reluctant and cautious as first, but soon were splashing, jumping, and popping up and down and in and
out of the water. The noise was deafening and almost drowned out the African DVDs being played in the
open-air room nearby. The drill was jump in the water, splash, jump out of the water, dance a while and
repeat.
Is there any need to say we had
some tired children the next
morning who ate breakfast
noiselessly and packed their backpacks and mounted the stairs of the bus for
the lengthy way back to Harare where we would leave with our belongings for
home - a 30 hour flight on three aircraft.
We are all settled back into our familiar settings – school, work, play,
loneliness, but now we have these memories of mission work accomplished
and a bevy of extraordinarily happy times.

